DBQ FDR
APUSH DBQ- FDR and New Deal. Having gone through severe unemployment, food shortages, andÂ· a seemingly
remiss President.

What happened to deficit spending Gov. C OI Summary- same as Doc B nd summary- look for 2 ideas where
Americans felt that the fortunate should help the less fortunate st 1 Doc D Political Cartoon President Hoover
is trying to help but is not being effective. WHY not earlier? How much? This political cartoon gives the
people hope, that the United States will use the foundation it has already created and build upon it to reform
and create a better economy. Yr analyze why it is important to recognize title and yr? Hoover 1 Re-write
question Liberal define open to change, want Gov. Hoover created a laissez-faire government; the government
was not involved in everyday business, instead it was a very hands off approach and daily life just took its
path. Hint-look at P2 and quote the numbers as evidence in your summary Gov. Republicans used to be the
party of change and reform repeal slavery under Lincoln. Hoover, Probably not because he is President and
will say what he feels needs doing, not what people want to hear or Probably because it is and the country is in
the Great Depression and needs the Pres. Some improvements that were apparent by were the addition of new
agencies, a more efficient executive department, and better Supreme Courts. What yr? Explain if you feel this
speech will be similar to Doc. How long has he been President? What might a person say in that situation?
When Franklin D. Candidate Hoover, , running for President will say things to help get elected SummaryAnalyze what he is saying is the role of government? Who is running away? Europe has fallen of the waterfall
and has failed, while the rest of the America is about to fall off too into failure. Doc A Summary- Candidate
Hoover, , pre-GD Candidate Hoover is saying the Government should get somewhat involved to prevent
abuses by business and not stand aside not Laissez-Faire Doc A Outside Information Think of Republicans or
groups that wanted government intervention before the Great Depression hit Document B- Pres Hoover
Government is doing more than ever to create jobs and help the unemployed Look up numbers in the doc and
input into your summary Document B OI Think of programs started by Hoover that shows he tried to help
Document C- Pres Hoover 1st Sum-Hoover is willing to commit the federal government to help people Look
up numbers OR 2nd Sum-He is afraid that too much government aid will jeopardize private donations to
charities if people think that government will come to the aid of everyone in need Doc. The Wilmot Proviso, if
adopted, would have prohibited slavery in any territory acquired in the Mexican War 4. Roosevelt became
president in the economy was now deep in a huge downward spiral, and he raised a new Democratic approach
to run the government and United States. The debate over slavery in the Mexican Cession threatened to
splitâ€¦. What is important in infer about the yr?

